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Nicole Lynn Lewis

Thank you for your wonderfully engaging and inspirational keynote at our annual Fulfilling the
Promise conference on March 16, 2011. Your keynote, The Gloriously Simple Way to
Get What
You Want, provided our participants with simple and straightforward advice that I am certain
they
will apply to both their personal and profiessionat lives.rAs one participants stated, "lt takeswhat
seems to be common sense and breaks it down to make it aclrievable,,.
During the break after your keynote and throughout the day, numerous conference participants
approached me and my staff to thank us for inviting you to the conference and tell us how
much
they appreciated your keynote. Here are just a few of the comments that our conference
participants made on the evaluations:
5 simple steps to help me be successful. Was very touching for me. I am also
a teen
mom myself - have been struggling with school and work a! a young mom.
An amazing and inspirationalspeaker.
Engaging speaker - real and not pretentious had some great ideas for affirming parents
who work on goals.
Excellent speakerwho lived herdream. Inspirational.
Great presentation! Nicole was "real" and came across sincerely.
Nicole did a great job of setting the tone for the conference while emphasizing
motivation
and offering tools/strategies to use in work and life.
One of the best speakers in years!
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Likewise, the feedback on your workshop, Helping
ely positive.
Participants generally felt the workshop provicled them
to more effectivety reach and support teen parenrs.
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the following:
o She is a great speaker with a wealth of knowledge. I am looking forward to sharing.
o Awesome to get a new "non-clinical" approach to teen parents.
. very informationar and the personar touch of experiences herps.
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Sincerely,
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Michele Dickinson
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